Equivalence relations between programs are strongly connected to the formal definition of the semantics of programming languages. In addition they provide a basis for the formal justification of the development of programs by transformations. Besides equivalences there are various other relations on programs and computational structures, which help to get a better understanding of both programming languages and the programming activity. In particular, the study of relations between nondeterministic programs allows to compare different concepts of nondeterminism.
Introduction
The equivalence of programs is an important question in computer science. Equivalence relations between programs are extensively studied in the theory of program schemata (cf. for instance /Luckham et al. 70/) . But surprisingly, practical computer science so far has not paid much attention to this fundamental question; programmers still understand their programs -and consequently the equivalences between them -intuitively. They do all modifications, optimizations etc. only relying on this intuitive understanding. If programsare, however, developed according to formal rules -generally called "transformations" -one also has to formalize the notion of the equivalence of programs in order to give the approach a sound basis.
Of course, the notion of equivalence of programs is strongly connected to the semantics of the programming language in question. Any formal definition of the semantics immediately induces an equivalence relation: Two programs may be considered equivalent if their images under the semantical function are equal. On the other hand, establishing an equivalence relation between programs can be used as a formal method for defining the semantics of (parts of) a programming language.
Apart from these more fundamental applications, the study of various relations between programs leads to a considerably better understanding of both programming languages and the programming activity. This is in particular so for nondeterministic and for parallel programs. For instance, the examination of equivalence classes of nondeterministic programs can clarify the different concepts of nondeterminacy that are found in computer science today. Finally, the consideration of relations between data structures is useful to understand and to describe the process of finding implementations for abstract specifications.
Fundamental Requirements
In formal program development (cf. /CIP 80 b/) one starts from a given program P and tries to come up with a final program P' such that P~P' holds for some interesting relation "~"
(mostly an equivalence).
Relations for program development therefore have to meet the following requirements:
(I) Every relation between programs must be reflexive:~ V P : P~P During the development one generally procedes through a series of intermediate versions P = Po' P1 .... ' Pn = P' " In this case, it should be possible to conclude P~P' from the fact that Pi~Pi+l for all i. Therefore, we have to re quire:
(II) Every relation between programs must be transitive :
v P, Q, R : PNQAQ~R ~ P~R Thus ~ has to be a quasi-ordering. Usually we are not considering complete programs but only parts of programs (e.g. a single assignment, the body of a loop etc.). Therefore the "local" validity of a relation ~ has to ensure also the "global" validity of that relation :
(III) Any complete program P[Q] containing the program part Q must fullfil the substitution-property :
Therefore, equivalence relations actually have to be congruence relations with respect to all language constructs, and for partial orderings all language constructs have to be monotonic.
Remark
In connection with fixed points of functionals often the continuity of the language constructs with respect to a partial ordering is required:
A program (scheme) P[x] is ~-continuous iff for all ~-chains (El) iEIN with E i~ Ei+ 1 lub(P[Ei] ) exists if lub(Ei) exists :and
Continuity plays an essential role for instance in fixed point semantics or for induction proofs.
(end of remark)
In the following sections we are going to discuss a number of relations which fulfil these three fundamental requirements of reflexivity, transitivity and monotonicity.
Semantical Interpretations
Formally, the semantics of a programming language is defined by a mapping V into a given mathematical structure (e,g, Scott's continuous lattices). V should be a homomorphism,i,e. V induces a congruence relation between programs and therefore satisfies our conditions (I), (II), (III).
For applicative languages a particular semantical function V may be defined for every (deterministic) expression E by
e if e is the result of the evaluation of E if the evaluation of E does not lead to a defined value, For instance,if V maps expressions of mode integer to the structure of the integral numbers, then the congruence relation induced by V is the so-called "mathematical equivalence", But of course we can choose other semantical functions , too. When V gives for every program its "traces", it induces an operational equivalence (cf.
/Hoare 78/, /Broy 80/). We even may restrict our attention to just one special property of programs and use e.g. a predicate that indicates whether a given program terminates or not. The resulting equivalence relation partitions the set of all programs into the two classes of all terminating and all non-terminating ones. Another example can be found in the approach of /81ikle 78/ : His equivalence relation is based on the predicate "P is correct with respect to its assertions". This study leads to a number of important results, for instance to the validation of certain proof principles (such as computational induction for all algebraic interpretations).
Applicative versus Procedural Style
In programs and programming languages we have to distinguish two fundamentally different styles:
In the applicative sty}e programs are expressions the evaluation of which yields values.
-In the procedural style programs are statements that change the "state" -i.e.
the values of program variables -or even change the "control state" by means of goto's. The semantical function for a statement S thus is a mapping from "states" to "states".
To cope with these two cases in a uniform way we can make use of the close relationship between statements and expressions: Let S be a statement without Of course, the execution of S and E S may be operationally different.
Obviously we can procede analogously from an expression E to its associated statement by means of an assignment x := E to a suitably chosen program variable
x . In this way, any (equivalence) relation on expressions induces an (equivalence) relation on statements, and vice versa.
Def. 2 : Let p be a relation on expressions. We then get an induced relation on statements by
where E S and ES~ are the expressions associated to S and S' resp. Note, however, that E S in general depends on the value of x, i.e. contains
x as a free identifier. Hence, this expression has to be considered as a function (m x) m: E s We therefore have to use an (equivalence) relation on functions that also is induced by that on expressions according to
for all expressions E . def Now we can restrict ourselves to considering relations on expressions only. This way of proceeding is analogous to the formal definition of a programming language by "transformational semantics" -cf./Pepper 78/ -where most constructs of the language are reduced by "definitional transformation rules" to a small language kernel.
Such techniques apply in particular to languages comprising different styles of programming. As an example one may consider the Wide Spectrum Language which is de veloped in the course of the project CIP at the Technical University Munich.
Relations for Deterministic Pro~
Now we assume some fixed semantical function V. Extending notions of /McCarthy 62/ we may define two different relations on (deterministic) expressions:
(strong equivalence)
Two expressions E and E' are called strongly equivalent, iff
Hence two strongl,y equivalent expressions have the same "course-of-values" (cf.
/ CIP 80 b/).
Def. 4:
(weak "equivalence")
Two expressions E and E'
Example: In most programming languages the equation if B then E I else E 2 f_~_i = i __f_f ~ B then E 2 else E l f i denotes a strong equivalence while if B then E else E fi = E only is a weak "equivalence" (the evaluation of B may not terminate).
Unfortunately, weak "equivalence" is not transitive and hence no equivalence relation. For instance, let us consider the three expressions El, E2, E 3 such that V(E2) = ~ , whereas E 1 and E 3 are defined but have different values.
Then E I and E 2 as well as E 2 and E 3 are weakly "equivalent" but E I and E 3 are not. This means that in a sequence Po ..... Pn of programs where any two successive programs Pi and Pi+l are weakly "equivalent", no correspondence can be guaranteed between Po and Pn " Therefore, the notion of weak "equivalence" is in no way appropriate for the development of programs, since it violates the transitivity condition.
Much more appropriate is the following well-known notion of "less definedness":
Def. 5 : (definedness preservation) "UNFOLD" only guarantees
Although not being an equivalence relation, the definedness preservation is useful in program developments since it is reflexive, transitive and monotonic (for the usual language constructs). In particular when starting from a (w.r.t. a given speci.
fication) totally correct program Po ' the definedness preservation guarantees that the final program Pn is totally correct, too. On the other hand, when starting from an undefined program V(po)=~) nothing can be said about the final program Pn
If we consider the reverse relation of "u-preservation" i.e. E ~ E' then again the partial correctness of Po implies that of Pn (and vice versa) .
The transformation "FOLD" being the inverse of "UNFOLD" provides an obvious example. In contrast to the definedness preservation now the total correctness of the final programm Pn ensures that also the original program Po had been totally correct. This may be interesting in those cases where the termination proof for the resulting program -e,g, a loop -is simpler than that for the original one -e.g. a complex nested recursion.
Obviously, two expressions E and E ' are strongly equivalent iff both E ~E'
and E ~ E' hold. In this way, the ~-relation also is used as a basis for the fixpoint-theory underlying the technique of denotational semantics.
By virtue of the definition in section 4 every equivalence relation on expressions induces an equivalence relation on statements and vice versa. Thus e.g. strong equivalence for statements is defined by the strong equivalence of their associated expressions.
For instance, using Dijstra's "predicate transformers" we have Remarkably, there are two major areas in computer science using the notion of "nondeterminism" with different (although related) meanings. In the theory of automata, in artificial intelligence and in particular in complexity theory one has to decide for a given nondeterminitic expression E and a given value x whether xEB(E) ,
i.e. whether x may result from evaluating E (cf. /Floyd 67/). To answer this question, all possible evaluations of E may have to be explored. This notion will be called here nondeterminstic exhaustion.
The other understanding of nondeterminism can be found in the theory of parallel programs and in formal program development. Here one accepts any arbitrary value of B(E) as a result of evaluating the expression E (cf. /Dijkstra 76/). This notion will be called nondeterministic choice here.
Example: To elucidate this distinction we consider the so-called "knapsack problem"
which is known to be np-complete: Given a sequence of integers, is there a subsequence that sums exactly to a specific value k ?
The following elementary program yields the sum of an arbitrary subsequence: funct subsum ~ (sequ i n___~. t s) i n___t.t :
i_~f empty(S) the 9 0 else subsum(rest(s)) D first(s) + subsum(rest(s)) fi
We can base the nondeterministic predicate on it :
funct knapsack~(se.qu ' i nt s, in t k) bool : k = subsum(s).
Note that this only partly solves our problem. If a call of the function yields false, then there still may be another subsequence which sums to result true, however, provides a definite answer. First we look at relations corresponding to the strong equivalence of the deterministic cases, i.e. at relations that do not treat the undefined element ~ separately:
Def. 6 : (stron~ equivalence) Two (nondeterministic) expressions iff B(E) = B(E').
E and E' are called strongly equivalent,
Since the breadth-function gives a whole set of values it is quite natural to consider not only set equality but also set inclusion. This leads to the transitive relation (cf./McCarthy 62/):
Def. 7 : (strong descendant )
An expression E' is called a s___t~on~ descen#ant of E , iff B(E') ~ B(E) .
The strong equivalence is applicable both for nondeterministic exhaustion and for nondeterministic choice. The relation of strong descendants, however, is only useful for the latter case. It is very important for program developments since a restriction of the choice usually represents a major design decision. If we try to carry the notion of weak "equivalence" over to nondeterministic constructs, we get Def. 8 : (weak "equivalence")
Two expressions E and E' are called weakly
E B(E) v ~£ B(E') v B(E) = B(E') ']equivalent" , iff
Again, this relation is not transitive and therefore not suited for the development of programs. The same were true if we would define a similar notion of a weak descendant. We get an equivalence relation, however, by requiring that only the defined values of the expressions coincide:
Def. 9 : (weak equivalence)
Two expressions E and E ~ B(E) ~ {~} = B(E') ~ {~'} are called weakly equivalent, iff
Note that for totally defined/undefined expressions -and hence in particular for deterministic ones -this notion coincides with that of strong equivalence. Analogous ly we get a weak descendant by the definition
Def.lO : (weak descendant)
An expression E' is called a weak descendant of an expression E, iff
B(E') ~ {~} c B(E)
Example: Both E and E' are strong descendants of (E B E') . A totally undefined expression E ~ is a weak descendant of any expression.
How do these notions correspond to the definedness preservation E~ E' for deterministic expressions ? The idea there was that starting from a totally correct program one is guaranteed to arrive at a totally correct program, too. This means for nondeterministic programs that ~ must not be in B(E') if it is not in B(E).
In addition, one should require that in cases of unbounded nondeterminism the defined values persist.
Def. 11 : (definedness preseryation)
This means that we require strong equivalence for totally defined expressions and otherwise content ourselves with a weak descendant. This relation coincides with the "Egli-Milner"-ordering, that is used to define the semantics of nondeterministic recursive functions (cf. /de Bakker 76/).
The analogous definition using a descendant instead of an equivalence relation in the totally defined case is not very meaningful, since definedness preservation implies that a number of defined values may be added in the place of ~ , whereas descendant means that a number of values may be left out. The combination of these "two notions would lead to a relation which were valid for nearly any two programs.
Again looking at Dijkstra's predicate transformers, we now have for a nondeterministic statement S the translation :
,~V e E B(Es) : Rex ' if co~ B(Es) wp(S, R) = ~false , otherwise where E S is the expression associated to S .
In contrast to the deterministic case, the relation ~wp does only coincide with the strong equivalence if the two statements are totally defined or totally undefined.
Relations on Data Structures
In the last sections we have studied relations on programs for some fixed semantical function. Transformations often hold for whole classes of semantical functions or equivalently they are valid over different data structures with similar properties.
To begin with, it seems more appropriate to speak of "computational structures"
(cf. /CIP 80 b/) instead of "data structures", in order to stress the point that the basic operations are an integrated part of these structures. Such computational structures are considered equivalent, if they show the same behaviour. This behaviour can be described formally by means of (algebraic) "abstract data types" Instead of considering (the provability of) all kinds of formulas, we therefore restrict our attention to (various) equivalences between the terms of the given type.
Two terms which represent the same object in every computation structure of the respective type obviously have to be considered equivalent:
Def. 13 : Two terms s and t of a type T are strongly equivalent if the equation s=t is valid in T .
But this notion is quite restrictive, too. For instance, in a data base system we are not interested whether two internal representations are exactly the same, but rather whether they behave alike for every possible inquiry. Such a data base is to be described as a new structure that is built up from given "primitive" structures.
The corresponding hierarchy of types suggests to distinguish terms of two kinds:
those that represent objects of the newly defined type, and those that represent objects of the already existing "primitive" types. The latter are called terms of primitive ' sort (their outermost operation symbol has as its range one of the primitive structures). These terms of primitive sort determine the behaviour that a computational structure (viewed as a "black box") exhibits to the outer world. Any equivalence relation between terms induces an equivalence relation between types.
Let T and T' be two types having the same signature up to renaming (homologous types, cf./ ClP 80 b/) . Then T and T' are s trong]y/visibly__e_quiyalent if any two nonprimitive terms s, t are strongly/visibly equivalent in T iff they are it in T'. Of course, this requires that the same equivalence relation in the primitive types is taken as a basis.
Let us now consider twoequationallydefined types T and T' based on the same (or at least strongly equivalent) primitive types. T and T' are strongly equivalent iff their initial (cf. /ADJ 78/) computation structures are isomorphic.
T and T' are visibly equivalent iff their terminal (cf. /ClP 79/) computation structures are isomorphic.
For a nontrivial example for these notions see /Pepper 78/ (cf. also section 4).
There a language kernel serves as a primitive type, while procedural constructs are defined by axiomatic transformation rules (playing the role of conditional equations).
/5
Concluding Remarks
Methods of program development which use several versions of the "same" program presuppose a notion of program equivalence; even assertion methods induce such equivalences. A justification of such development processes requires a sound formalization of these relations, thus leading to a "calculus" of transformations.
In particular, these approaches turn out to be considerably more flexible if not only equivalences are employed but also partial orderings like the descendant relation. Note that, if one is interested in the basic concepts of a specific programming methodology, one should carefully study the underlying relations characterizing the approach.
Apart from these practical aspects of program development relations between programs also give valuable theoretical insights into the structure of programming languages. So far, however, relations mainly have been considered on semantical domains (fixed point theory, denotational semantics). Trivially, in this way also relations between programs are induced by the semantical mappings. And it is hot surprising that we can procede the other way round: Using conditional equations (called transformation rules) to establish equivalences between programs one can specify the semantics (cf. /Pepper 78/, /CIP 80 a/). These techniques allow to explain basic properties of a programming language without constructing complex semantical domains. Moreover, one can define a language in a modularized way, both from the syntactic and from the semantic point of view, leading to a "stepwise development of the semantics". In particular, one gets design criteria ensuring the coherence and independence of the concepts of the language. An illustrative example is given in /Broy 80/ where (in connection with parallel programs) the incompatibility of certain fairness conditions with the continuity of the language constructs with respect to the Egli-Milner ordering is shown.
